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Abstract: Vehicular networks need to guarantee the communication reliability levels necessary to
satisfy the application requirements, while ensuring a stable network operation even under dense
deployments. To this aim, congestion and awareness control protocols dynamically adapt the same
communication parameters based on context conditions. If the two protocols operate independently,
negative interactions or conflicts can arise. This situation can occur if for example congestion control
requires decreasing the transmission power to reduce the channel load, but this reduction negatively
influences the vehicles’ awareness range. To address these interactions or conflicts, this paper proposes
and evaluates a methodology to coordinate congestion and awareness control protocols. A key
advantage of the proposed methodology is that it does not require the integration of the interacting
protocols, nor does it require changing their original design. The obtained results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed coordination methodology. In addition, the proposed methodology
can be extended to the coordination of multiple protocols operating over the same communication
parameters. This is here demonstrated considering the coordination of congestion, awareness and
topology control protocols.

Keywords: vehicular networks; congestion control; awareness control; cross-layer management;
topology control; connected vehicles; cooperative ITS

1. Introduction

Vehicular networks require the exchange of positioning and basic vehicular status information
between neighboring nodes. Such exchange is based on the periodic transmission/reception of 1-hop
broadcast messages on the so-called control channel [1]. The critical nature of this reference channel has
fostered significant efforts in the research and standardization communities to design congestion control
schemes that adapt the communication parameters to ensure the scalability and adequate operation
of vehicular networks [2,3]. For example, the ETSI ITS Communications architecture [4] includes
a Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC) functionality with several components distributed over
different layers of the protocol stack (Figure 1). One key component is DCC_CROSS [5]. DCC_CROSS
runs the core of the DCC algorithm and adjusts the communication parameters based on metrics
received from the other DCC components using a reactive state-based and linear adaptive approach.
The DCC_ACC [6] component measures the local channel load and restricts the access to the channel
based on the output from the DCC algorithm. The DCC_NET [7] component disseminates the local
DCC parameters to other vehicles. Finally, the DCC_FAC [8] component controls the packet generation
rate, packet priorities and re-broadcasts based on the output received from the DCC algorithm.
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Figure 1. Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC) in the ETSI ITS Communications architecture [6]. 
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communications or awareness range [10,11]. It is possible that if a congestion control protocol reduces 
the packet transmission frequency or power to decrease the channel load, the resulting transmission 
frequency or power does not meet the latency or communications range requirements of a particular 
application. This scenario is illustrated in the example depicted in Figure 2. The high density of 
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control and limit the channel load. These protocols would, for example, reduce the transmission 
power or packet transmission frequency to all vehicles in the scenario in order to reduce the channel 
load and ensure the networks’ stability. However, the communication parameters cannot be modified 
equally to all vehicles since their application requirements are different as a result of the different 
speeds and distances to neighboring vehicles. Vehicles under free-flow conditions require a 
communications range sufficiently large to allow for a safe lane-change maneuver for example. 
Reducing their transmission power would hence negatively affect their capacity to satisfy their 
application requirements. On the other hand, the communications range for vehicles in the traffic jam 
direction can be notably reduced as a result of their limited mobility. Vehicles in the traffic jam could 
hence reduce their transmission power without negatively affecting their application requirements. 
This example clearly shows the need for an application- and context-centric design of vehicular 
networks, and a careful coordination of congestion and awareness control. 

 
Figure 2. Highway scenario with a traffic jam in one direction of driving and free flow conditions in 
the other direction. Vehicles under the same channel load conditions can have different application 
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Figure 1. Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC) in the ETSI ITS Communications architecture [6].

Most congestion control algorithms are based on the dynamic adaptation of the packet
transmission frequency and/or power to control the channel load and provide fair and harmonized
access to the wireless medium. These communication parameters are also critical for other protocols,
and it is therefore necessary to carefully consider their impact. For example, awareness control
protocols [9] seek to ensure each vehicle’s capacity to detect, and possibly communicate with
the relevant vehicles and infrastructure nodes present in their local neighborhood. To this aim,
awareness control protocols must adapt the communication parameters to guarantee the necessary
communications or awareness range [10,11]. It is possible that if a congestion control protocol reduces
the packet transmission frequency or power to decrease the channel load, the resulting transmission
frequency or power does not meet the latency or communications range requirements of a particular
application. This scenario is illustrated in the example depicted in Figure 2. The high density of
vehicles in the congested road segment would require the use of congestion control protocols to control
and limit the channel load. These protocols would, for example, reduce the transmission power or
packet transmission frequency to all vehicles in the scenario in order to reduce the channel load and
ensure the networks’ stability. However, the communication parameters cannot be modified equally to
all vehicles since their application requirements are different as a result of the different speeds and
distances to neighboring vehicles. Vehicles under free-flow conditions require a communications range
sufficiently large to allow for a safe lane-change maneuver for example. Reducing their transmission
power would hence negatively affect their capacity to satisfy their application requirements. On the
other hand, the communications range for vehicles in the traffic jam direction can be notably reduced
as a result of their limited mobility. Vehicles in the traffic jam could hence reduce their transmission
power without negatively affecting their application requirements. This example clearly shows the
need for an application- and context-centric design of vehicular networks, and a careful coordination
of congestion and awareness control.
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Figure 2. Highway scenario with a traffic jam in one direction of driving and free flow conditions in the
other direction. Vehicles under the same channel load conditions can have different application requirements.
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The adaptation of communication parameters can also influence the operation and performance of
other protocols. For example, reducing the transmission power to control the channel load can also
change the network topology, decrease the number of connected neighboring vehicles, and thereby
influence the operation of topology control protocols [12]. Different protocols can operate over the
same parameters and can provide contrary instructions regarding the configuration of such parameters.
The interactions among protocols can provoke unintended and negative adaptation loops [13] that
reduce the network performance and the applications’ effectiveness (defined as the capacity to
satisfactorily meet the vehicles’ application requirements). It is therefore critical that protocols are
designed considering their direct or indirect interactions. To do so, one methodology is the integration
of interacting protocols. The integration methodology can lead to short-term performance gains because
the integrated solution must be specifically designed for the protocols that are integrated. However, it
also has non-negligible disadvantages that motivated this study:

• Constrained evolution. With the integration methodology, the evolution of a system or standard
will be constrained, and possibly limited by the adopted integrated solution. This is the case
because any evolution of the interacting protocols would require a revision of the design of the
integrated solution.

• Tailored designs. Different integrated solutions will be needed based on the protocols that are
being integrated. The integration of different protocols requires different designs that are specific
for the protocols to be integrated [14].

• Limited modularity. The integration methodology does not fully preserve the modularity of the
layered protocol stack. Interacting protocols are integrated in a novel solution that does not follow
modular design guidelines. Enabling cross-layer interactions while preserving modularity is
a challenge still to be solved [15,16].

• Coexistence. It is not easy to integrate two different cross-layer protocols. There is no widely
accepted cross-layer design coexistence methodology [13,14].

This study is motivated by the limitations that have just been described, and that result from trying
to solve conflicts between interacting protocols through their integration. To tackle these limitations,
this paper proposes an alternative methodology for the cross-layer coordination of interacting protocols
that can simultaneously coexist and operate in vehicular networks. The proposed methodology (COMPASS,
cross-layer coordination of multiple vehicular protocols) solves negative interactions between protocols
that operate over the same communication parameters by coordinating their operation rather than
integrating them. COMPASS has been initially designed as a means to coordinate congestion and awareness
control protocols in vehicular networks. However, this study will also demonstrate that COMPASS can
coordinate other interacting protocols. In particular, this study considers the coexistence of congestion,
awareness, and topology control. This paper will also demonstrate that COMPASS has a very low
computational complexity.

Figure 3 conceptually illustrates the difference between the integrated and coordinated
(i.e., COMPASS) methodologies. The figure considers two protocols that adapt communication
parameters p1 and p2 at the same or different layers of the protocol stack. When operating independently,
a conflict situation can occur if the protocols require different settings for p1 and p2 to achieve their
respective objectives (Figure 3a). The problem can be solved by designing a solution that integrates the
two conflicting protocols, and results in a configuration for the p1 and p2 parameters that satisfies the
two original protocols (Figure 3b). On the other hand, the proposed COMPASS methodology does not
require modifying the original protocols (Figure 3c). Instead, it receives as input their configuration
requests, and selects a configuration of the p1 and p2 parameters that is suitable to both protocols.
The integrated methodology depends on the specific details and implementations of the protocols.
This is not the case of the coordinated methodology since it does not require the modification of the
protocols it tries coordinating. COMPASS can hence coordinate the operation of a varying number of
protocols without the need for a new re-design every time an additional protocol needs to be taken
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into account or be removed from the stack. COMPASS can be implemented within the transversal
Management layer defined by ETSI [4] or the CALM Management entity defined by ISO TC204 [17].
From the Management layer, COMPASS has access to all the metrics collected by the different layers
(e.g., the channel load or the number of neighboring vehicles) and can configure parameters at different
layers (e.g., the transmission power and packet transmission frequency). The advantages of COMPASS
compared with existing solutions can be summarized as:

• COMPASS solves conflicts between protocols that operate independently over the same
communication parameters. Such conflicts can occur, for example, when two different protocols
request contradictory changes to a given transmission parameter.

• COMPASS can solve these conflicts by coordinating the operation of different protocols operating
over the same communication parameters. Such coordination does not require the integration of
these protocols or their re-design, which facilitates the future evolution of vehicular networks and
the coexistence with legacy solutions.

• COMPASS is not restricted to a set or number of protocols. COMPASS can coordinate the operation
of a varying number of protocols (acting over the same communication parameters), and this
number can change over time. This again increases the impact of COMPASS and the future
evolution of vehicular networks.

• COMPASS can achieve similar performance levels to that achieved by integrating the conflicting
protocols, with the added benefits of an easier evolution of vehicular networks and the coexistence
with legacy solutions.

• COMPASS has been designed so that it can be easily integrated into the transversal Management
layers of the ITS communications architecture defined by different standardization organizations
such as ETSI or ISO.

• COMPASS has a very low computational complexity which facilitates its real-world
implementation and possible impact on standardization.
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The COMPASS methodology is analyzed in this study considering the IEEE 802.11p standard.
IEEE 802.11p is the first standard developed for vehicular networks, and is the basis of DSRC in the US
and ITS-G5 in Europe. However, COMPASS is not specific to a particular standard. In fact, the proposed
methodology is generic and could be used to coordinate interacting protocols over alternative radio
access technologies. In particular, COMPASS could also be used to address congestion control with
C-V2X or LTE-V mode 4 standard that was published at the end of 2017 under 3GPP Release 14
for cellular-based V2V communications without infrastructure support [18]. C-V2X Mode 4 does
not specify a particular congestion control algorithm, but defines the related metrics and possible
mechanisms to reduce the channel congestion. ETSI and 3GPP are currently analyzing whether the
current DCC solution could be valid for C-V2X Mode 4.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the congestion and awareness control
protocols used in this study as a reference, as well as a protocol that integrates congestion and
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awareness control. Section 3 presents the proposed COMPASS methodology for the cross-layer
coordination of multiple vehicular protocols operating over the same communication parameters.
Section 4 presents the scenario and simulation settings, and analyzes the results obtained when
COMPASS is used to coordinate congestion and awareness control protocols, and congestion,
awareness and topology control protocols. Section 4 also analyzes the computational cost of the
proposed methodology. Section 5 discusses possible approaches to address situations where it is not
possible to find a configuration of the communication parameters that simultaneously satisfies the
requirements of all protocols. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future research.

2. Congestion and Awareness Control

To date, congestion and awareness control protocols have been normally designed and evaluated
separately, although both will be required for the reliable and efficient operation of vehicular networks.
This section demonstrates potential negative interactions among these two protocols, and the need to
carefully coordinate their operation.

2.1. Congestion Control

Congestion control protocols are aimed at controlling the channel load through the adaptation
of communication parameters such as the transmission power, packet transmission frequency,
receiver sensitivity or transmission data rate. This paper implements as a reference scheme an Adaptive
DCC (A-DCC) protocol that adapts the packet transmission frequency of each vehicle to achieve a target
channel load. This adaptive approach has been discussed in ETSI [19] as a possible evolution of the
reactive approach currently defined by ETSI that specifies the communication parameters to be used
for each channel load level. The A-DCC approach maximizes the message throughput possible for
any given vehicle density, and generally achieves lower packet reception intervals and tracking error
than the reactive approach [20]. In addition, it reduces the steady state oscillations and instabilities.
We have adopted A-DCC as the reference scheme given its proven superior performance compared
to the existing DCC reactive control process. A-DCC is based on LIMERIC [21,22], a linear adaptive
congestion control protocol that adapts the packet transmission frequency of each vehicle based on the
channel load it locally measures and a fixed target CBR (Channel Busy Ratio) level. CBR is defined
as the fraction of time during which the channel is sensed as busy. LIMERIC defines a linear control
adaptation process such that the packet transmission frequency of a vehicle at a given time instant,
Tf(t), depends on its previous value plus the difference between the locally experienced CBR and the
maximum allowed CBR (CBRmax) multiplied by β, the proportional gain. The packet transmission
frequency of a given vehicle at time instant t can be calculated with the following equation (adapted
from [21]):

Tf (t) = (1− α)Tf (t− 1) + β(CBRmax − CBR(t− 1)) (1)

where α = 0.1 and β = 1/150 following [21]. With an additional mechanism that establishes a maximum
gain in Equation (1), the study in [21] showed that LIMERIC can provide high accuracy and stability
in scenarios where all the nodes measure the same channel load.

A-DCC includes a piggybacking scheme defined in ETSI DCC_NET at the Network layer inspired
by [23]. This scheme enables vehicles to exchange their locally experienced CBR, and the maximum
CBR experienced by its 1-hop neighbors. Each vehicle uses the information exchanged to identify the
maximum CBR experienced by its 2-hop neighboring vehicles, CBR2hops. CBR2hops is used as an input
to the adaptation process in order to control (and limit) the load experienced by vehicles located at
2-hops. A-DCC therefore adapts each vehicle’s packet transmission frequency based on the following
control equation:

Tf (t) = (1− α)Tf (t− 1) + β
(

CBRmax − CBR2hops(t− 1)
)

(2)

where CBR2hops represents the maximum CBR experienced within 2 hops.
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2.2. Awareness Control

Awareness control also adapts the vehicles’ communication parameters, but with the objective
to ensure the capacity of each vehicle to detect (and possibly communicate) with the relevant
vehicles and infrastructure nodes present in its local neighborhood, while minimizing/controlling
the generated channel load. The awareness control protocol implemented in this study follows the
design policy proposed in [11], where each vehicle proactively adapts its communication parameters
to the minimum needed to satisfy its individual application requirements. This study considers active
safety applications since they usually have more strict requirements. The application requirements are
defined in terms of communications range (referred to as coverage range in ETSI) and packet reception
frequency (inverse of packet inter-reception time) [24,25]. An application is satisfactorily supported if
the number of packets correctly received per second at the established communications range is higher
than the application’s packet reception frequency. To this aim, the implemented awareness control
protocol (MINT, minimum packet transmission frequency) sets the packet transmission frequency
equal to the application’s packet reception frequency plus a fixed margin ∆Tf = 1 Hz. ∆Tf is used
as a ‘safety’ margin to consider possible unexpected propagation effects and ensure that the packet
reception frequency requirements are met at the receiver. The transmission power is then set to the
level needed to ensure that the demanded packet reception frequency is guaranteed at the required
communications range. To this aim, MINT obtains the transmission power needed from a power-range
map taking into account the required communications range. The power-range map constructed is
based on the computation of the probability of packet reception as a function of the distance between
transmitter and receiver and takes into account the propagation conditions. In particular, the analytical
expression for the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) at a given distance d to the transmitter proposed in [26]
has been adopted:

PDR(d, m, Pt) = e−m( d2
KR Pt

)

[
1 + m

d2

KRPt
+

m2

2
d4

K2
RP2

t

]
, (3)

where Pt represents the transmission power, m is the Nakagami-m fading intensity, and KR is a constant
that can be obtained with the following equation:

KR =
λ2

(4π)2
GtGr

LRTh
, (4)

with λ being the carrier wavelength, Gt and Gr the transmitter and receiver antenna gains, L the loss
factor (typically L = 1), and RTh the reception threshold. Using Equations (3) and (4), the transmission
power Pt needed to obtain the PDR demanded at distance, d, is obtained.

2.3. Integration of Congestion and Awareness Control

The independent operation of congestion and awareness control processes can have a negative
impact on the capacity to satisfy the application requirements or the channel load (see the example
illustrated in Figure 2). A methodology to avoid such impact is the design of a new control process
that integrates the operation and objectives of congestion and awareness control. An example is the
INTERN scheme [27] that integrates MINT with a control process inspired by A-DCC. Other integrated
examples are [28,29]. INTERN has been designed to guarantee that the application requirements of all
vehicles are satisfied while controlling the channel load below CBRmax; contrary to MINT, INTERN does
not try minimizing the channel load. To this aim, INTERN introduces the MINT approach into a control
process inspired by LIMERIC and that exploits DCC_NET’s piggybacking scheme. Each vehicle using
INTERN configures its packet transmission frequency Tf as the minimum packet reception frequency
required by its application plus a margin ∆Tf ≥ 1:

Tf (t) = R(t) + ∆Tf (t). (5)
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∆Tf is dynamically adapted by each vehicle using a control process that tries to utilize,
and distribute among vehicles, the available bandwidth. The available bandwidth is limited by
the fact that CBRmax cannot be exceeded. This process is followed in order to minimize the negative
effects of unexpected variations of the radio link quality that could prevent satisfying the application
requirements. The ∆Tf parameter of a vehicle at a given time instant depends on the minimum ∆Tf
of all its neighboring vehicles, and a quantity proportional to the ratio between the maximum CBR
experienced within 2 hops and CBRmax. More specifically, each vehicle adapts its ∆Tf parameter using
the following equation:

∆Tf = ∆TT
f +

∆TT
f

CBR2hops

(
CBRmax − CBR2hops

)
= ∆TT

f
CBRmax

CBR2hops
, (6)

where ∆TT
f represents the minimum ∆Tf of neighboring vehicles. The information piggybacked by

each vehicle implementing INTERN is then the locally experienced CBR, its current ∆Tf , and the
maximum CBR and the minimum ∆Tf received from its neighboring vehicles.

3. Methodology for Cross-Layer Coordination

Solutions such as INTERN are tightly coupled to the specific congestion and awareness control
schemes that are being integrated. Such integration can limit the future evolution of a system or
standard. For example, the replacement of the congestion or awareness control implementations
with more advanced schemes would require the design and implementation of a new integrated
solution. The integrated solution would also have to be replaced if the need arises to integrate
an additional protocol, for example a topology control protocol. To reduce the restrictions introduced
by the integrated methodology, we propose a methodology to coordinate different protocols that
operate over the same communication parameters. The proposed methodology does not change the
protocols, and can operate independently of the protocols to be coordinated. The proposal is first
demonstrated considering the coordination of congestion and awareness control. The flexibility and
evolution capabilities of the coordinated proposal are then demonstrated by coordinating congestion,
awareness and topology control protocols.

The coordination proposal is based on the concept of Configuration Sets (CS), and is referred to
as COMPASS (Cross-layer coordination of multiple vehicular protocols). A configuration set is here
defined as a set of configurations of communication parameters that satisfies certain requirements
that can be protocol-dependent or be imposed by hardware/standards restrictions; e.g., power levels,
data rates, packet transmission frequencies, or sensitivity levels are all defined or limited by standards.
In general, configuration sets have C dimensions, with C being the number of communication
parameters under analysis. Formally, the configuration set for a certain communication protocol,
j, can be represented as follows:

CSj =
{→

c = (c1, c2, . . . , cC)
∣∣∣ cmin

ij ≤ ci ≤ cmax
ij ∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , C

}
(7)

where ci represents the communications parameter i, 1 ≤ i ≤ C, and cmin
ij and cmax

ij represent the
minimum and maximum values for ci according to protocol j. Protocol j could be a congestion or
awareness control protocol, for example.

Congestion control protocols like A-DCC establish the maximum packet transmission frequency
of each vehicle so that the channel load does not exceed CBRmax. As a result, their CS includes all
packet transmission frequency values below such maximum. Similarly, an awareness control protocol
such as MINT calculates the minimum packet transmission frequency and transmission power needed
to satisfy the application requirements. As a consequence, its CS includes all packet transmission
frequency values and transmission power levels above such minimum, and below hardware/standard
limits. It is important noting that different vehicles can have different CSs since their application
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requirements and experienced channel load levels vary with their vehicular context. For example,
vehicles in scenarios with different traffic densities will experience different channel load levels. Also,
vehicles in a traffic jam moving at low speeds will require a lower communications range compared to
vehicles moving at free-flow speeds.

Once the CS of each protocol has been identified, COMPASS defines the Intersection Configuration
Set (ICS) as the intersection of the CSs of all protocols that have to be coordinated. ICS then represents
the set of configurations of communication parameters that satisfies the requirements of all protocols
to be coordinated. ICS is also context-dependent and might therefore be different for different vehicles.
ICS can be expressed as follows when coordinating the operation of P communication protocols:

ICS =
P
∩

j=1
CSj (8)

Figure 4 illustrates the COMPASS proposal and the concepts of CS and ICS for a vehicle
implementing congestion and awareness control protocols. The figure represents two-dimensional
CSs (C = 2) where the communication parameters to be configured are the packet transmission
frequency and transmission power. Additional parameters could be considered in multi-dimensional
configuration sets. As it can be observed, the CS of the congestion control protocol limits the maximum
packet transmission frequency and transmission power that can be used. On the other hand, the CS
of the awareness control protocol limits the minimum values that can be used. The ICS defines all
possible packet transmission frequencies and transmission power levels that the vehicle could use
to satisfy the requirements of both the congestion and awareness control protocols. For each vehicle,
the COMPASS methodology operates as follows:

1. Each protocol operates independently, calculates its own CS, and reports it to COMPASS.
2. COMPASS calculates the Intersection CS based on the received CSs for each protocol.
3. COMPASS configures the communication parameters to be compliant with the identified ICS. Different

criteria could then be applied to select the communication parameters within the identified ICS.

COMPASS dynamically adapts its operation to the conditions of the protocols it coordinates. If the
CS for any of these protocols changes (e.g., because the channel load changes or the application
requirements are modified), COMPASS calculates the new ICS and adapts the communication
parameters based on the new ICS. The proposed COMPASS methodology constitutes a generic
framework, and is independent of the protocols to be coordinated, their specific implementations,
the method used to compute the CSs, the considered communication parameters, and the configuration
of the communication parameters following the identified ICS.
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Figure 4. COMPASS configuration sets when coordinating congestion and awareness control protocols.

The operation of COMPASS is here illustrated considering the coordination of A-DCC and
MINT. COMPASS is independent of the mechanism used to configure the communication parameters.
However, to evaluate its performance, it is necessary to specify how the communication parameters
are configured once the ICS has been identified. Different options are possible, but in this study,
the parameters are initially configured to the minimum values pertaining to the ICS (minimum Pt and
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Tf). The parameters are then dynamically adapted following an AIMD process (Additive Increase and
Multiplicative Decrease). All vehicles piggyback the difference between their current Pt and Tf and
the minimum Pt and Tf of their ICS, as well as the minimum values received from all neighboring
nodes. This process modifies the DCC_NET piggybacking scheme since instead of exchanging channel
load information, vehicles exchange information about the configuration of their communication
parameters with respect to the minimum required. The information exchanged is used in the AIMD
process to dynamically modify the configuration of the communication parameters within the ICS.
Pt and Tf are increased if their increment is compliant with the computed ICS, or decreased otherwise.
We consider additive factors of 0.25 dB and 0.05 Hz for increments, and a multiplicative factor of
0.025 for decrements. Additive factors are multiplied by 4 for vehicles for which the difference between
Pt and Tf and the minimum Pt and Tf of the ICS is lower than the average values of vehicles within
2 hops. Similarly, the multiplicative factor is doubled for vehicles for which the difference between
Pt and Tf and the minimum Pt and Tf of the ICS is higher than the average values of vehicles within
2 hops. The following algorithms formally describe using pseudo-code how COMPASS derives the
ICS for a given vehicle (Algorithm 1) and updates its communication parameters (Algorithm 2).
Both algorithms consider N neighboring vehicles, P protocols to be coordinated, and C communication
parameters over which the protocols can act. In Algorithm 2, ∆avg

k represents the average difference
between the communication parameters used by vehicles within 2 hops and the minimum parameters
of their ICS. ak and mk represent the additive and multiplicative factors of communication parameter k
(1 ≤ k ≤ C), respectively.

Algorithm 1. Derive own ICS

Input : cmin
kj and cmax

kj for each protocol j and parameter k

Output : cmin
k and cmax

k of the ICS for the vehicle executing COMPASS for each parameter k
1. Initialization : cmin

k = 0 and cmax
k = ∞ for 1 ≤ k ≤ C

2. For each protocol coordinated j (1 ≤ j ≤ P) do
3. For each communication parameter k (1 ≤ k ≤ C) do
4. if cmin

k is lower than the cmin
kj for protocol j do

5. cmin
k = cmin

kj reported for protocol j

6. End If
7. if cmax

k is higher than the cmax
kj for protocol j do

8. cmax
k = cmax

kj for protocol j

9. End If
10. End For
11. End For
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Algorithm 2. Update communication parameters of the ego vehicle executing COMPASS

Input : cmin
k and cmax

k of the ICS of the ego vehicle, ck and cmin
k for each neighbor

Output : ck for each communication parameter k
1. Initialization : ∆avg

k = 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ C and Inc_flag = true
2. For each communication parameter k (1 ≤ k ≤ C) do
3. For each 1-hop neighbor i (1 ≤ i ≤ N) do

4. ∆avg
k = ∆avg

k +
(

ck − cmin
k

)
i

5. End For
6. ∆avg

k = ∆avg
k /N

7. if ck > cmax
k of ego vehicle executing COMPASS

8. Inc_flag = false
9. End if
10. End for
11. For each communication parameter k (1 ≤ k ≤ C) do
12. If Inc_flag is true do
13. If ck − cmin

k of ego vehicle < ∆avg
k and ck + 4ak of ego vehicle < cmax

k do
14. ck = ck + 4ak for ego vehicle
15. Else if ck + 2ak of ego vehicle < cmax

k do
16. ck = ck + 2ak for ego vehicle
17. End If
18. Else
19. if ck − cmin

k of ego vehicle > ∆avg
k and ck

(
1− 2mk

)
of ego vehicle > cmin

k do
20. ck = ck

(
1− 2mk

)
for ego vehicle

21. Else if ck
(
1−mk

)
of ego vehicle > cmin

k do
22. ck = ck

(
1−mk

)
for ego vehicle

23. End If
24. End For

4. Evaluation

4.1. Scenario and Simulation Settings

The proposed COMPASS methodology is evaluated in a highway crossing scenario with 4 road
segments and 4 lanes per road segment where vehicles are uniformly distributed in each lane. In the
crossing scenario, we evaluate the spatial distribution of the channel load and the application’s
effectiveness experienced by each vehicle. This scenario can be characterized by the traffic density
in vehicles/km/lane, and the length of each of the four road segments (3.5 km). Three different
traffic densities have been simulated (50, 75 and 100 vehicles/km/lane). The road topology can
influence the performance and operation of the protocols considered in this study. The reliability,
stability and effectiveness of congestion, awareness and topology control protocols have often been
evaluated in straight highway scenarios where the spatial distribution of vehicles can be considered
uniform, especially under free-flow conditions. With such a uniform distribution, all vehicles sense
similar channel load levels, and the protocols can more easily converge to a stable solution. However,
when vehicles sense different channel load levels, it is more difficult to guarantee the stability and
fairness of protocols. In this context, the selected scenario is more challenging than for example
a straight highway or T-way scenario. This is the case because highway crossing scenarios generally
experience higher concentration levels of vehicles per square kilometer closer to the crossing area.
As a result, vehicles close to the crossing area experience significantly higher channel load levels than
vehicles located far away from the crossing area since they can sense more vehicles.

In the selected scenario, we consider that all vehicles periodically transmit 1-hop broadcast packets
on the control channel using IEEE 802.11 p. Each packet has a payload of 250 Bytes, and contains the
positioning, speed and basic status information of the transmitting vehicle. All vehicles initially use
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the same transmission power (by default Pt = 23 dBm) and a random packet transmission frequency
(Tf) between 1 Hz and 10 Hz. Following [25], this study utilizes the Nakagami-m propagation model
with m = 3. The radio interface is configured for all vehicles with a carrier sense threshold of −90 dBm
and a reception threshold −82 dBm.

Awareness control protocols set the communication parameters so that application requirements
are satisfied. Each vehicle in the scenario runs a vehicular application that requires that at least
R packets are correctly received per second by all vehicles within a given communication range
CR. To decouple this study from any particular application, vehicles set their initial application
requirements randomly, with the communication range varying between 50 and 200 m and the packet
reception frequency between 1 Hz and 10 Hz. From the initial settings, the application requirements
linearly vary during the simulation. CBRmax has been set equal to 0.6 following [22]. The CBR values
computed in this study have been obtained from the aggregation of all packets sensed by each vehicle’s
radio interface, i.e., with a received signal higher than −90 dBm.

COMPASS can adapt its operation to the dynamics of the protocols it coordinates. In fact,
COMPASS computes the ICS and reconfigures the communication parameters as soon as the CS of any
of the protocols changes. The application requirements and the number of neighbors normally change
at a slower pace than the channel load. As result, COMPASS is executed in this study every time a new
CBR value is obtained. Following [23], a new CBR value is obtained every 250 ms, which is considered
sufficiently high for COMPASS to be able to satisfactorily adapt its operation to the dynamics of the
vehicular environment.

Table 1 summarizes the communication and simulation parameters. Simulations have been
executed to ensure the statistical accuracy of the presented results. In this study, we used a vehicular
network simulator implemented over Matlab to accurately simulate the performance and efficiency of
vehicular communications and networking protocols. The simulator implements different propagation
models, radio access technologies, and communication and networking protocols. We have extensive
validated our implementation under different configurations and scenario conditions.

Table 1. Communications and simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Packet size [Bytes] 250
Min. and Max. transmission power [dBm] −10 and 23
Min. and Max. packet tx frequency [Hz] 1 and 20

Min. and Max. ∆Tf [Hz] 1 and 3
Data rate [Mbps] 6

Carrier sense threshold [dBm] −90
Reception threshold [dBm] −82

Target channel busy ratio (CBRmax) 0.6
CBR measurement period [ms] 250

Communication range required (CR) [m] 50–200
Packet reception frequency required (R) [Hz] 1–10

Traffic density [vehicles/km/lane] 50, 75, 100
Simulation time [s] and simulation runs 150 and 10

4.2. Congestion and Awareness Control

Figure 5 plots the average spatial distribution of the CBR and the Dp metric as a function of the
distance to the intersection; the vertical lines represent the 5th and 95th percentiles. The Dp metric
represents the difference between the number of packets demanded by the application (i.e., packet
reception frequency) and the number of packets that are actually received per second at the communication
range required by the application. An application is then satisfactorily supported if Dp > 0. The Dp values
reported have been calculated taking into account packet losses due to propagation conditions. The results
depicted in Figure 5a show that A-DCC successfully maintains the CBR below CBRmax = 0.6 irrespective of
the traffic density. This trend was indeed expected since A-DCC has been designed to control the channel
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load. Congestion control protocols do not take into account that vehicles may have varying application
requirements when setting the vehicles’ communication parameters. The results depicted in Figure 5e
show that A-DCC does not always satisfy the applications requirements (Dp < 0). Only for low traffic
densities, vehicles located at long distances to the intersection can achieve positive Dp values since they
can use high packet frequencies compared to vehicles close to the intersection.

The results obtained show that the CBR experienced with MINT (Figure 5b) increases with
the traffic density, especially at short distances to the intersection. This is the case because MINT
configures each vehicle with the minimum packet transmission frequency and power required to
satisfy its application requirements, and the protocol does not control the channel load. This results in
that the application requirements are satisfied with a constant Dp metric independently of the traffic
density (see Figure 5f). Under low and medium traffic densities, the use of the minimum required
transmission settings results in that the channel is not fully utilized since the maximum experienced
CBR is below CBRmax. These results demonstrate that, even if A-DCC does not always satisfy the
application requirements, there is sufficient channel capacity available in the simulated scenario to
satisfy the application requirements while maintaining the CBR below CBRmax. The experienced CBR
with MINT only surpasses CBRmax under the highest simulated traffic density and for vehicles close to
the intersection. In this case, the traffic density is so high that there is not sufficient channel capacity to
satisfy the requirements of all vehicles without exceeding CBRmax at short distances to the intersection.Electronics 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 20 
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The results depicted in Figure 5c,g show that INTERN is able to satisfy the application
requirements of all vehicles (Dp > 0) while maintaining the CBR below CBRmax, except for the highest
traffic density scenario. In this scenario, the requirements of all vehicles cannot be satisfied without
exceeding CBRmax, as it was also observed for MINT in Figure 5b. The direct comparison of INTERN
and MINT shows that INTERN increases the use of the available bandwidth and augments the
experienced Dp compared to MINT. Higher Dp levels reduce the risks of random channel variations that
could provoke that transmission settings are not capable of guaranteeing the application requirements
at the receiving vehicles.
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The results obtained when applying the COMPASS methodology to coordinate A-DCC and MINT
are depicted in Figure 5d,h. Figure 5d show that COMPASS is able to maintain the channel load levels
below CBRmax = 0.6 (except for very high traffic densities as it was the case with MINT and INTERN),
while satisfying the application requirements of all vehicles (Dp > 0 in Figure 5h). COMPASS is able to
improve the Dp values with respect to INTERN, especially at short distances to the intersection and
high traffic densities. Moreover, COMPASS offers better evolution perspectives since it does not require
designing a new integrated scheme. This allowed, for example, the straightforward application of
COMPASS to coordinate A-DCC and MINT, but also to coordinate other protocols such as PULSAR [23]
and MINT. The analysis conducted with PULSAR and MINT yielded similar results as to those here
presented when coordinating A-DCC and MINT: the CBR is maintained below CBRmax while the
application requirements are satisfied for all vehicles Dp > 0. This demonstrates that the proposed
COMPASS coordination methodology is independent of the specific protocol implementations, and
can be applied to different congestion and awareness control schemes.

The convergence and stability of the control processes that are part of A-DCC and MINT is
relevant for their correct operation. It is therefore important to analyze whether these properties are
maintained when coordinating the operation of the two protocols using COMPASS. Figure 6 depicts
for INTERN and COMPASS, the time evolution of the CBR and Dp metric for two selected vehicles and
a traffic density of 75 veh/km/lane. One of these vehicles is located at the intersection (referred to as
‘close’ in the figure), where the maximum channel load is experienced. The other vehicle is located at
around 2400 m from the intersection (referred to as ‘far’ in the figure). These two vehicles are selected
to check the convergence and stability of the protocols under different conditions. Figure 6 shows that
both protocols satisfy the application requirements during the simulation time as the Dp is maintained
higher than 0. The channel load is also maintained below the required threshold during the simulation
run. The results in Figure 6 show that COMPASS can maintain the convergence and stability properties
of the protocols it coordinates. After an initial transition period of less than 5 s, the CBR and Dp metrics
converge and their oscillations are kept below ±5% of their respective average values. The initial
transition period is produced because all vehicles in the scenario initiate their operation at the same
time (i.e., at simulation time equal to t = 0), which is unlikely to happen in a practical situation.
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Figure 6. Time evolution of the CBR and the Dp metric during a simulation run. The results are
shown for two vehicles that implement INTERN (integrating A-DCC and MINT), and COMPASS
(coordinating A-DCC and MINT), and a traffic density of 75 veh/km/lane.

Figures 7 and 8 represent a snapshot of the packet transmission frequency and power used by
each vehicle in the scenario (each dot in the figure corresponds to a particular vehicle) after 50 s of
simulation time. MINT, INTERN and COMPASS adapt the vehicles’ packet transmission frequency
and power taking into account their individual application requirements. This results in that vehicles
implementing these protocols can utilize different packet transmission frequency and power depending
on their specific application requirements. The variability shown in Figures 7 and 8 for the packet
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transmission frequency and power utilized when implementing INTERN, MINT or COMPASS is due
to the fact that the application requirements for each vehicle have been randomly selected so that the
study is not restricted to a particular application. In this case, INTERN, MINT and COMPASS adapt
the configuration of the communication parameters to the application requirements, which explains
the variability observed. However, it is important remembering (Figure 6) that the CBR and Dp metrics
converge when implementing COMPASS and INTERN. A very different behavior is observed for
A-DCC. First of all, A-DCC does not adapt the transmission power and all vehicles use the same power
level (Figure 7a). A-DCC adapts the packet transmission frequency based on the channel load and not
on the application requirements; in particular, the packet transmission frequency is adapted so that
similar values are utilized by neighboring vehicles. This explains why we do not observe a scattered
plot in Figure 8a even though the application requirements were also randomly selected with A-DCC.
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Figure 8. Snapshot of the transmission frequency used by each vehicle after 50 s of simulation time for
a traffic density of 50 veh/km/lane. (a) A-DCC. (b) MINT. (c) INTERN. (d) COMPASS.

4.3. Congestion, Awareness and Topology Control

The proposed COMPASS coordination methodology offers better evolution perspectives than
integrated solutions, and could be directly used within ETSI’s DCC framework to coordinate congestion and
awareness control functions. Another important advantage of COMPASS is that it can coordinate multiple
protocols operating over the same parameters. To demonstrate this, we have also evaluated the capacity of
COMPASS to coordinate congestion, awareness and topology control protocols. While the integration of
the three protocols is not straightforward, their coordination using COMPASS is simple. It only requires
computing the protocols’ CSs and the Intersection CS (the process previously explained is maintained).
The topology control protocol here implemented for illustrative purposes is an ideal scheme designed
to maintain the number of neighbors above a minimum threshold in order to ensure certain network
connectivity. To this aim, the topology control protocol linearly increases the minimum transmission
power required until 25 vehicles are present in the neighbor table. Similarly, the transmission power
is linearly decreased when more than 250 vehicles are present in the neighbor table. The transmission
power is increased or decreased in 1 dB steps. The topology control protocol is hence referred to as
TOWER (Topology Control through Linear Power Control). COMPASS has been applied to coordinate
the congestion (A-DCC), awareness (MINT) and topology (TOWER) control protocols. Figure 9 plots
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the spatial distribution of the average CBR, Dp and number of neighbors. The results are shown for
different ranges of the CR requirement. The results depicted in Figure 9 show that COMPASS is capable to
successfully coordinate the operation of the congestion, awareness and topology control protocols since the
CBR is maintained below CBRmax, Dp is higher than 0 for all vehicles, and the number of neighbor vehicles
is maintained above the 25 minimum threshold. These results clearly demonstrate that COMPASS is
capable to successfully coordinate different protocols that operate on the same communication parameters
without modifying their implementation or having to design new integrated solutions.
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Figure 9. Average of the CBR, Dp metric and number of neighbor vehicles when applying COMPASS
to coordinate the operation of A-DCC, MINT and TOWER. The results are shown for a traffic density
of 75 veh/km/lane and two possible ranges of the communication range (CR) requirements: between
50–200 m and between 10–50 m.

This section also analyzes the capacity of COMPASS to adapt its coordination process to varying
context and operating conditions. The coordination of A-DCC, MINT and TOWER results in that the
minimum transmission power that each vehicle requires is established by the topology or awareness
control protocols (depending on the context conditions) since A-DCC is designed to utilize a fixed
transmission power. In the case of the higher range of CR values (50 to 200 m), the transmission power
level required by the awareness control protocol is high, and therefore the number of neighboring
vehicles is also high. As a result, the minimum transmission power to be used (compliant with the
ICS) is established by the awareness control process, and not by the topology control protocol. On the
other hand, when we consider the lower CR range (10–50 m), the transmission power required for
awareness control is lower, and the minimum required transmission power (again compliant with the
ICS) is in many cases the one demanded by the topology control process. These trends are illustrated in
Figure 10. This figure depicts the time evolution of the percentage of vehicles with a required minimum
transmission power (i.e., minimum transmission power in the ICS) established by the awareness control
protocol MINT. The minimum transmission power is established by the topology control TOWER for
the rest of vehicles since A-DCC is designed to utilize a fixed transmission power. Figure 10 shows that
when the communications range requirements increase, the minimum transmission power is limited
by the awareness control process MINT. However, when the communications range requirements
are relaxed to 10–50 m, the percentage of vehicles with a required minimum transmission power
established by the awareness control process is reduced; this is the case because the transmission
power level needed by the topology control process increases. Figure 10 also shows that higher traffic
densities increase the number of neighboring vehicles, and therefore the percentage of vehicles with
a required minimum transmission power established by the awareness control process, and not by the
topology control process as it requires lower transmission power levels. These results demonstrate
that COMPASS is capable to adapt its coordination process to the context conditions, even when
considering multiple interacting protocols and diverse operating conditions.
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4.4. Computational Cost

Tables 2 and 3 show an upper bound of the number of CPU cycles needed by COMPASS to
execute each line of Algorithms 1 and 2. These algorithms are executed by COMPASS to derive the
ICS and adapt the communication parameters, respectively. The Repetitions column represents how
many times each algorithm line needs to be executed (many are inside for loops). It is an upper
bound because some lines are only executed when a certain condition is satisfied (If-Else sentences).
The number of CPU cycles has been computed considering Intel CPU architectures [30]. For example,
the addition or subtraction require 1 CPU cycle, the multiplication of two floating point numbers
requires 5 CPU cycles, and their division requires 39 cycles. Using these tables, we can estimate
an upper bound of the total number of CPU cycles needed to run COMPASS. Figure 11 plots the
upper bound of the CPU time needed to run COMPASS for different CPU speeds and a varying
number of neighboring vehicles. The results shown consider C = 3 communication parameters and
P = 3 interacting protocols for varying number of neighboring vehicles, N. The parameters considered
represent realistic scenarios. For these scenarios, Figure 11 shows that the time needed to execute
COMPASS is below 3 µs. These results provide clear evidences that COMPASS has a low computational
cost, and it is hence feasible to implement it in real systems without introducing significant delays.

Table 2. Computational cost of Algorithm 1.

Algorithm Line CPU Cycles Repetitions

1 1 2·C
2 1 1
3 1 P
4 1 P·C
5 1 P·C
6 1 P·C
8 1 P·C
9 1 P·C
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Table 3. Computational cost of Algorithm 2.

Algorithm Line CPU Cycles Repetitions

1 1 C + 1
2 1 C
3 1 C·N
4 3 C·N
6 39 C
8 1 C

11 1 C
12 1 C
13 9 C
14 7 C
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5. Discussion

The integrated and coordinated approaches have been analyzed under scenarios where the protocols’
CSs were not disjoint. It can be possible that certain operating conditions produce an empty ICS (i.e., a set
with no elements). In this case, it is not possible to find a configuration of the communication parameters
that simultaneously satisfies the requirements of all protocols. Considering awareness and congestion
control, this situation could occur when the channel load and application’s requirements are so high that
the maximum communication parameters allowed by the congestion control process are lower than the
minimum ones demanded by the awareness control process. In other words, this situation can occur
when the channel capacity is not sufficient to simultaneously satisfy the application’s requirements of
all vehicles. It can be considered a general problem of vehicular wireless networks that has not been
fully solved yet. In fact, this is not a specific problem of COMPASS, since it is also produced with other
protocols dealing with awareness control (e.g., INTERN and MINT in this study).

Mechanisms exist to increase the channel capacity and try avoiding the described situation.
Vehicles could use higher-order modulation and coding schemes to increase the data rate and therefore the
channel capacity [31]. In addition, the information to be transmitted could be compressed by the higher
layers of the protocol stack to reduce the packet size before each transmission [32]. Another interesting
approach would be the combination of networking coding and multi-hop beaconing. Network coding can
exploit the characteristics of the broadcast communication channel to increase the network’s capacity or
throughput [33]. When using network coding, a forwarding node combines multiple packets into a single
coded one. An adequate selection of nodes to forward broadcast messages using network coding could
enable the reduction of the transmission power levels needed by awareness control, and thereby decrease
the overall channel load. Certain studies claim that multi-hop beaconing can be inefficient compared to
single-hop beaconing schemes employing higher transmission power levels [34], although recent studies
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have shown its potential to improve the communications range if the relays are properly selected [35,36].
The combined use of multi-hop beaconing with network coding could offer room to improve the channel
capacity [37,38]. Reducing the number of messages transmitted on the channel could also be an alternative
approach to reduce the probability of an empty ICS due to insufficient channel capacity. In this case,
the packet transmission frequency could be decreased, or lower priority messages (taking into account
the vehicles’ context) could be discarded, postponed or transmitted on different channels [39].

Despite these alternatives, it might still happen that an empty ICS cannot be avoided, even with
the integrated approach since it can be considered a general problem of vehicular wireless networks.
In this case, achieving a configuration of parameters that satisfies all protocols will not be possible,
and it will be necessary to define certain priority levels among protocols. In the scenario discussed in
this paper, this is equivalent to decide whether it is more relevant to guarantee a load below CBRmax,
provide the awareness levels required by the application’s requirements, or maintain a certain number
of neighbor vehicles. It is important noting that certain vehicles might have more strict awareness
or topology control requirements based on their road traffic context. As a result, priority decisions
can be taken at the vehicle’s level and be context-dependent. In any case, the design of solutions to
increase channel capacity or tackle situations where the channel capacity is insufficient are out of the
scope of this paper that is focused on the proposal of a methodology for the cross-layer coordination of
protocols in vehicular networks.

6. Conclusions

This paper has presented and evaluated COMPASS, a novel methodology for the cross-layer
coordination of protocols in vehicular networks that act or depend on the same communication
parameters. The proposal has been designed to solve possible negative interactions or conflicts that may
arise between such protocols when operating independently of each other. The proposed coordination
methodology provides significant benefits over alternative methodologies such as integrating the
conflicting or interacting protocols. In particular, the coordination methodology is independent of the
protocols to be coordinated, their specific implementations, and the communication parameters over
which these protocols actuate. In addition, the coordination methodology does not require changing
the original protocols, which facilities the evolution of vehicular networks and standards, and the
coexistence with legacy solutions. The proposal has a low computational complexity which facilitates
its real-world implementation and possible impact on standardization. COMPASS can be implemented
as part of the Management layers specified for ITS communications architectures in ETSI or ISO.
The proposed methodology has been initially designed to demonstrate the feasibility to effectively
coordinate congestion and awareness control protocols. However, this study has also demonstrated
the capacity of the proposed methodology to coordinate additional protocols that operate over the
same parameters. Such capacity has been demonstrated considering the coordination of vehicular
congestion, awareness and topology control protocols under diverse context conditions.

The conclusions of this study identify possible future research directions. For example, COMPASS
could be further fine-tuned and optimized under more dynamic scenarios and real road topologies.
COMPASS could also be designed so its operation is adapted based on the context conditions of each
vehicle. Such adaptation could be designed to approximate the optimal solution so that all application
requirements are satisfied and the maximum channel capacity is not reached. Other alternative
approaches to select the communication parameters within the ICS could also be investigated.
COMPASS could also be proposed for congestion control in C-V2X or LTE-V. In fact, C-V2X Mode
4 as specified under 3GPP Release 14 identifies the need for congestion control but does not specify
a particular congestion control protocol. ETSI and 3GPP are currently analyzing whether the current
DCC solution could be valid for C-V2X Mode 4. This study has also shown than under certain
conditions the IEEE 802.11p channel capacity might not be sufficient to simultaneously satisfy the
application requirements of all vehicles. Novel mechanisms to increase the channel capacity could
be considered and be further investigated, including the use of higher-order modulation and coding
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schemes, compression techniques, the combination of network coding and multi-hop beaconing, or the
joint optimization of data rate, transmission power and packet transmission frequency, among others.
In addition, the definition of priority levels among protocols or vehicles could be investigated to tackle
situations where the channel capacity is insufficient.
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